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then why even bother with it? We can’t
promise that your resolutions will remain
consistent throughout the whole year but
what we can do is give you at least a
place to start when you’re trying to give
your life a fresh take.

is the season to be broke and more
importantly the end of not just a
season but a whole year. January,
the month of endings or beginnings
depending where you stand, it could spell
a completion of something you no longer
want to continue or the beginning of something you want to start, or at least try and
start because let’s face it the beginnings
are always the more difficult bits.

New Year’s Day comes once a year but
resolutions can happen as many times
as you allow them because we change
constantly throughout the year. Godspeed
everyone and may the year be full of
resolutions and growth.

The R word, that’s what we are all about
this month at Jays Bubble, that R word
being resolutions. We like to think of
ourselves as collective optimists, and this
issue will reflect just that. We hope to
kick start a chain of events that will bring
positive change to every single one of
our readers because let’s be honest if the
change is not even positive to begin with
4
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21 Questions

By Joanne Waeni.

M

eet Tracy Gesare, a young and
ambitious lady who is scaling
the heights of the
Entertainment Industry. Not only does
she write for a popular newspaper
pull out magazine but she is a content
creator an aspiring filmmaker and
a student.She had a sit down with
Joanne Waeni and shared a little more
about herself. #GirlOnTop

I want to paint you green and spank
you like a disobedient avocado.

1. Which period in history had the
best fashion?

Apart from Christmas as a kid, I
haven’t lived a memory I want to go
back to, the best is yet to happen.

5. What fashion statement are you
completely done with?
Hipsters. I cannot stand the flapping
fabric.
6. If you could go back to a certain
memory, what would it be?

I can’t choose between 70’s and the
90’s. 70’s had loads of class,
especially for the women, the fabric
cuts were meticulous but the 90’s had
the color and loads of swag.

7. If you could undo anything from
your past, what would it be?

2. What is something you think
you will regret in the future not
starting now?

8. What is the nicest thing a
person could say about you?

Managing my time. Being a freelance
content creator, I have a lot going on
all the time and my schedule is never
precise, I end up being overwhelmed
most of the time. I am working on it
though.
3. What is something you already
regret not starting sooner?
Film making. I am absolutely in love
with the process, however exhausting.
4. What is the worst pick up line
that you have ever heard?

Sleeping through my high school years.

That I am a considerate person.
9. What is the worst thing about
dating?

With

TRACY GESARE

So far, it has to be
interviewing Jason Derulo
and Jidenna for the print
media I work for.
12. What is your dream
career?
Film maker.
13. What is one habit you’re
the most proud of breaking?
Sleeping all the time.
14. What is one thing you were
afraid to do, but felt amazing
after you accomplished it?
Quitting my previous day job, it gave
me time to do a lot.
15. What about yourself do you
find the most pride in?
I am never afraid to take responsibility
for my mistakes, and I keep my
promises.

That you have to start knowing
someone from scratch and it takes time
to start having inside jokes.

16. If you could spend a day as
any African celebrity, who would
you pick and why?

10. What in life are you most
grateful for?

Tiwa Savage because she is on her
own level and Folorunsho Alakija
because she is filthy rich.

Good health, life and my dad.
11. What is your
greatest accomplishment?

6

17. What is that one thing that
you like that most people do not
know how to do?

7

Spend time alone. Lol. For real. Most
people I know think it is weird
spending loads of time alone and
they wouldn’t know what to do when
alone. I think it is rejuvenating and
more people should intentionally be by
themselves.
18. What was one of your
memorable christmas season ph
onecalls and why?
My cousin, she was asking if we could
go for a Christmas Carol Musical on
Monday.
19. Name one thing that is on your
bucket list?
Santorini, Greece.
20. What sets your soul on fire?
The fact that I can create the life I
want, through work, faith and prayer.
21. Where do you see yourself 10
years from now?
I no longer put a limit to my blessings
but I know I will be making waves in
the world for sure.
“One of my resolutions this year going
forward is to be present and in the
moment. This will allow me to pay
attention to what goes on around me
in order to enjoy life's little pleasures
and appreciate life in its rawest form”.
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By Faith Wambui

017 has done Nyashinski some good. Not only did he finish 2016 with
the strong banger, ‘Mungu pekee’ that had Kenyans completely hooked,
but continued serving in 2017 with hits such as Aminia and Malaika. From
award nominations, such the EMA’s which even got the President’s
attention, to making hit after hit, Nyashinski has been on the rise.
And yet he is finishing 2017 yet another possible hit,
Hayawani (Part 2).
Some believe he is bringing back the
authenticity Kenyan music had from when
genres like Kapuka and Genge were
blasting from our radios. These genres had
well renowned artists like Esir, Jua Cali, Nonini,
and Kleptomaniax.
Nyashinski bringing back the forgotten sound
that old Kenyan music had is what is
drawing many to his music. Today
Kenyan music is referred to as ‘too
Western’. The music videos with
expensive cars and twerking
women, our sound and lyrics, the
style in which we sing and rap.
Many say our artists are simply copying what sells. Though
isn’t it funny how the person
who left and was
surrounded by the Western
lifestyle constantly came
back with the same sound
he left with? In his hit
Aminia, he states, ‘Iko watu
husema heri hata
ungekwamia Ulaya
Umerudi wasanii
wakaanza kuambiwa
retire’. We can’t wait to see what
2018 holds for the artist.
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By Brenda Mumbi

I

find something refreshing in
reinventing yourself every year
because it’s hard to remain the
same person when everything
around you is constantly changing. This
is not some corny ‘new year, new me’
article. Nope. This is a ‘hey, I’m new to
this old nonsense and I do not
remember you’. Now let’s say goodbye
to some of these things that have been
holding us back in 2017.
Bad relationships
I could probably write a whole
magazine on this but just cut off that
bad boyfriend/ girlfriend or that relationship that is going nowhere. Dear,
there people just like you who are
being treated like royalty because they
don’t let others treat them badly, and
neither should you. Say it with me now;
Jesus Christ did not die on the cross for
you to be a side chick, in a situationship
or even just to be left hanging by some
guy or girl. You are worth so much more.
Lastly, please do not let your fear of
being alone lead you into the wrong
relationship. Your own company is not
that bad honey. Oh and delete those
people’s numbers immediately.

Bad friendships
This is so important and people do not
even realize this. You are the company you
keep. If you hang out with
gossipers or slay-queens, that’s as far as
your vision and future will ever go. I would
like to challenge you to see who your real
friends are in every situation. Oh, and pay
attention to the negative habits they have
because they will rub off on you. The Bible
says ‘bad company corrupts good morals’
and this is indisputable. It does not matter
how many prayer meetings you attend or
how many modest your dressing is, if you
hang out with two drunkards then you just
know automatically that you are the third
drunkard in the group.
Dead-end job
Don’t quit your job in January coz you will
need that salary or better yet donate it to
me. But I want you to see some growth in
your professional life. So take new
opportunities to grow and become skilled
in your profession. You need to prosper
and see your efforts bearing fruit.
Also, if you are that person in the office
that people walk all over and do not
respect, you need to break free from
that and speak up for yourself. One of
the fastest ways to move forward in your
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By Tsubaki

Living Positively

I

t is that time of the year where you start to take stock, stock of your previous year as a whole and what it is that you
set out to do at the beginning of the previous year and re assessing your annually failing resolutions (chuckles). such
is the nature of the new year, you don’t just let yourself be sucked into the hustle and bustle of going back to school
and those God awful advertisements of how you’ll buy one and get one free for the back to school offers....it’s the time to
really think, think about your previous year as a whole and what it was that the year meant for you.
Last year wasn’t entirely perfect but overall not all bad,mostly because it was a year of learning to look at the silver linings.
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) which is an American based organization released a statement sometime last year
stating officially that people with an undetectable HIV viral load can’t transmit it, and the moment I saw this all I thought was,
well this is me. For those who don’t get what having an undetectable HIV viral load is, relax, I got you. This essentially means
that a person who is living with HIV and has CONSISTENTLY taken their medication on a daily basis and tests undetectable

career is when people respect you.
This especially applies to women who
are often overlooked for promotions
or given lowly roles because of their
gender. Do not stand for that at all. I
once had someone tell me that I was
‘emotional’ because I was speaking
about something passionately. I was
offended because I knew if I was a man
then I wouldn’t have been told that. This
is not about feminism but equal respect
and treatment in the workplace.
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Bad health habits
I can’t be giving you advice on how to
slay 2018 if you’re in and out of hospital
or looking like you survived a plague.
Physical health is the starting point
taking good care of yourself. You have
to eat healthy, exercise and get regular
check-ups. I watch ‘Keeping up with the
Kardashians’ and these girls are always
eating salads and taking hair and
health vitamins to look the way they do.
They know that their careers depend on
their looks so they put effort into it. Learn
a thing or two and eat your greens. Your
skin and your body will thank you for it.
I am challenging you to change yourself
and amaze yourself in the new year
and see how much joy and fulfilment
you will get out of life in 2018.

Brigitte Tohm on Unsplash

will though they still have HIV, the copies of the virus are significantly reduced in the body, so much so, that they cannot be
transmitted. To have such a statement come from the CDC is a big deal, because even though this is not new
information to people who have had this virus for as long as I have, this tells skeptics and ignorant people alike that we are
not cured but we are works in progress and most importantly we are not a threat to you or anyone else for that matter for
as long as we keep taking our pills CONSISTENTLY, and who knows today it’s a simple almost
seemingly inconsequential win and tomorrow it’s a declaration of having found a cure which isn’t as farfetched as one might
think especially at a time where a head transplant is on its way to perfection.
So this New Year as I take stock of my year I will celebrate the small wins because this is indeed a win regardless of its size,
am optimistic and I intend to count this as a blessing even if it has absolutely nothing to do with last year’s failing resolutions.
If i have nothing to move to the following year with, i can always take the fact that last year was a step in the right direction
cure-wise, all that being said it was a great yeah after all, what a time to be living with HIV.
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QUIZ

What makes
you Attractive?

1) How would you describe yourself?
A.
B.
C.

Hopeless
Heartless
Pretty

2) Your type?
A.
B.
C.

Someone with a big heart
Someone handsome/pretty
Someone who will love only me

6) What would you usually talk
about with your friends?

30 Points
10 Points
20 Points

A.
B.
C.

A.
B.
C.

Afternoon, it’s not dark
20 Points
Evening, when you can see the sunset
10 Points
Night, when the starts come out
30 Points

8) Favourite place?

Say sorry and bow down your head 20 Points
10 Points
Hey watch it
30 Points
Just walk off without any care

A.
B.
C.

Afternoon, it’s not dark
20 Points
Evening, when you can see the sunset 10 Points
Night, when the starts come out
30 Points

4) What do you do when you are
embarrassed?

9) Favourite sport?

A.
B.
C.

A.
B.
C.

I blush and try to hide it
Blush and start shaking
Cover up my face and run

10 Points
20 Points
30 Points

5) Would you ever be friends with
someone who is geeky nerdy like?
A.
B.
C.

Don’t really care
Yes
20 points

F

20 Points
30 Points
10 Points

eel free to share your feedback on the blog
and the magazine on jaysbubble@gmail.com

7) Favourite time of the day?

10 Points
20 Points
30 Points

3) What would you do if someone
bumped into you?
A.
B.
C.

Nice things like nature
Foods and drinks, necessities of life
Tease them about their crushes

30 Points
10 Points
20 Points

Our
Feedback

We want more on campus girls.
Hello Jay, I like your blog and more so the magazine,
most people are afraid of quoting the Holy book but
not you guys! Kudos for that. Could you include more
content on dating life in campus, you know stuff like
what do ladies expect during the first days of dating.
Keep it up and I have fallen in love with the blog
and magazine.

Tsubaki is a life saver!
I am totally convinced that this is the next big thing! I
was introduced to this blog by my friend because I was
going through some pretty dark stuff at that time. Yo!
The content on this mag is fresh and very relatable
especially for young people. Could you talk about
depression in your next issue? It might help someone
like the articles on Tsubaki helped me.

Fred.
30 Points
20 Points
10 Points

Swimming
Dancing
Soccer

10) Would you die for someone?

I love Jays Bubble!

A.
B.
C.

Hey Jays Bubble,
I love the name Jays Bubble, It’s so fun! I love love
reading the magazine, and especially the feature
interviews, they have me feeling like I can do
anything. Thank you for inspiring me to be the best
version of myself. Can’t wait for the next issue.

No
Yes
Depends who the person is

20 Points
10 Points
30 Points

Results

If you got 100 to 150 points
You’re a person who happens to be known as mean but inside you’re actually known as this very caring person. People are
attracted to you because of what is within you.
If you got 160 to 250 points
You seem to be a lovely person but people don’t seem to take notice so you stop shinning that inner beauty. People are
attracted to you because of your looks.
If you got 260 to 300 points
You’re a person who doesn’t get angry easily and takes things easily with care. You are a good friend. People are attracted
to you because you are cool.

Jennifer.

Jays Bubble- Girl power.

Love Steff.

I am all about girl power, the fact that girls put
together such a publication. Kudos!
P.s I loves Savai’s articles, they are the bombt
Steph

By Grace Lucy, courtesy of Mr Test
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MusicwithJunky

heart and gives me fulfillment and it also pays my bills
which makes it holistic.

Emmanuel Irungu

I honestly respect him but I go out of my own way to
do what I know is best for me. At the end of the day,
people are judged by their fruits.

9. A little birdie told us that you are dating,
tell us a little about her?

15. Do you think music is a viable career choice
for any young person?

Yes. Probably the most amazing Lady I know. She is so
supportive of everything and walks with me in every
step I take. And in everything we go through she is at
the forefront of keeping the Love going and doing anything for it. She talks about looking at the bigger picture.
Am proud to have her.

By Joanne Waeni.

I

n this issue’s Music Junkie segment we highlight a
young artist Emmanuel Irungu who has quite the
story to share. At the age of 18 he played at the
Safaricom Jazz festival which gave him the platform to
share the stage with big personalities like Sauti sol. Now
he is 20 and is already underway with setting up his
record label. Has it always been rosy though? He shares
his story with Joanne Waeni.

Yes definitely. Especially for the talented, passionate
and resilient kind of people. The Music industry is hard
to crack.

16. Which African artist would you want to
work with in future?

10. Tell us about your band and what sets
you apart from other bands?

Many of them but definitely Kato Change and Shamsi
Music

Rhema Music is the name. It’ s an instrumental band
formed in church for a purpose of glorifying God and
reaching to the nations without music, this is what
makes us unique. We mainly do afro jazz although
lately we have ventured into many other genres for
purposes of diversity.

1. What 3 words best describe you?
Consistent, Simple and Resilient

2. You say you had a peculiar childhood, tell us
a little about that?

17. 5 years in the future, where do you see
yourself?
I see myself having done records and tours around
counties and countries. Also My Company Boot Camp
Global Media should have taken its roots well in the
industry and started to make an impact.

11. Does your age act as a challenge when
you interact with people in the Kenyan music
industry?

Yes so I went through a lot in terms of my Dad not being
there for me coz he used to work far away. Lived with my
mum and my brothers were in boarding by then so I technically learnt to live alone. It was not easy but I had to do
that. The music pushed me through. I could listen to a lot of
cassettes and analyze the music on my own. Try to play on
my piano. Let’s just say I was in a dark lonely place.

18. What advice would you give a young person
who wants to be in the same line of business as
you?

Sometimes yes. People get shocked about it and underplay my abilities. But I still manage to get ahead of
everything

6. How was your high school experience in relation to music?

3. When did you start playing the piano?

Wonderful I must say. This is where I got to learn to be
professional with my music and that changed me forever.
I was Music Director for my school from from 2 to 4. Took
the teams to national music festivals and won prizes for it.

2004 while in class two. But I used to play around with it
from 2 years old

7. How old were you when you played at
Safaricom jazz fest and how did you get the
opportunity to play?

4. How do you know what you know about
music?
I do a lot of research on everything. Some is inborn talent.
Some I learn on my personal practice sessions and others
while working like on the studio or on stage. Others from
my mentors. I have multiple learning points

I was only 18 almost turning 19. A friend of mine who was
singing there called and asked me to play for her. She
was curtain raising and so I went and did that.

5. What would you say your purpose in life is?

8. How do you know this is what you want to
do for the rest of your life?

To reach out to as many souls as I can in this world and
use music to heal and speak to these wonderful people.
Also ultimately be used by God as a Vessel to win souls to
him.

Music is not just a career for me. It is a prophecy and a
calling over me. I would say Music chose me. It satisfies my
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Just simply. Realize your talent in Music. Work on
perfecting it. Then work on a smart business plan that
will make you to appeal to the audience. To bring the
uniqueness of you into the industry. Above all pray, be
consistent and resilient. Build networks whether big or
small. They all matter. Be true to yourself and never lose
your values.

12. You are a sophomore student at
United States International University -Af rica undertaking a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, how do you strike a healthy balance
between being a student and business person?

19. What has been the biggest challenge of
your career and how did you get over it?

We all know this is a hard task. But it has taught me
to manage my time. I mainly work on my music on the
weekends and set a few hours on the weekdays. I
however concentrate more on school on the weekdays
so that I do not lose out on anything.

Financial support I would say. I managed recently to get
to share my business plan with a few investors and yes,
soon something big is coming. Watch out for Boot Camp
Global Media. And for me too!

13. Were your parents excited about the news
that you wanted to venture into music?

20. What has been the best memory of your
career so far?

Am afraid not. That came as a disappointing shock to
them but slowly results started to show so they had to
support.

I have numerous ones but most recent is the amazing
standing ovations people give after a performance.
That just lifts my spirit up and motivates me to work
harder.

14. How did you handle your dad’s
“disapproval” and your love for music?
15

Hiral Gohail

By Joanne Waeni.

W

hen you meet Hiral Gohail, your first thought of
her is that she is very sweet and bubble. Just like
the other model featured in this issue, she has a
lot going on for her. Reader beware…..She is not
just a pretty face. At a young age of 14, she was bagging
awards and has a track record of helping the community.
Something she says is now a trend. She shares her story

I was 14, it was an art competition held at a popular
shopping mall and all schools had to give in their work,
I took part as I was in the art club and I won. It was one
of my happiest moments.

My very first modelling shoot was with my friend a few
years back, in 2013. She wanted to put up a blog and
asked me to the face of her blog.

8. Has your family always been supportive of your
career choice?

4. How long have you been a model?

Yes. They believe that you can be anyone you want and
have always pushed me to be the best.

About 4 years.

9. Is there anything you do for people that are
less privileged in society?

5. Is being a model what you have always wanted
to do?

I recently volunteered at the Kids to Kids Foundation for
my school community service ever since I have donated
books and clothes to the children there. I teach them
art as well. They are beautiful young kids whose parents
do not have the privilege of sending their kids to school
and so this organization helps them through their learning process until their parents can send them to school.
I’m privileged and happy to be a part of them.
10. What challenges have you experienced as a
young model?

Photo by Lutfiya Wanjiru

My favourite moment was when I walked on the stage
for the Asia Bridal Lounge show back in March, I was
wearing a beautiful green outfit by Veer Designs and
I remember doing a twirl in the middle of the stage
and the crowd went crazy, cheering and screaming
my name. It was such an amazing feeling. I felt like the
prettiest girl in the world.

Not many models get paid in Kenya so making a career
out of it is almost impossible. This is the biggest challenge. Most shoots that I have done were really just for
“fun”, as I said earlier I love being in front of the camera.
11. What have been the best moments of your
career?

16. Any piece of advice that you have for other
young girls that are looking at getting into the
same career as you?

I’ve worked with amazing fashion designers like Shenu
Hooda, Lilabare and Indian fashion designers such as
Veer, Suvidha etc.

For all the beautiful girls who love their heels and being
in front of the camera, just enjoy it. Take care of yourself,
your mind and your body, have fun, love yourself and
just be YOU. There’s nothing that is more beautiful than
someone who loves themselves. It will be tough doing
shows that go on for hours and having make up all day
long but the moment you walk on that stage and the
crowd is beneath you, you’re going to feel like a queen.

12. How do you strike a healthy balance between
school and your career?
Photo by Lutfiya Wanjiru

No. Absolutely not, it just happened. I guess and I enjoy
being in front of the camera and it has worked well for
me.

with Joanne Waeni.
1. Tell us a little about Hiral Gohil?
Hiral is a fun, carefree, bubbly human who is an animal
lover who loves painting. She also loves sketching faces
with her pencil. She has got skills. She aspires to be an
entrepreneur in Kenya in the near future.

6. Tell us about being crowned made Miss
Photogenic in the Miss India worldwide Kenya
competition 2017?

2. Which three words best describe you?

It was an amazing experience. I was so happy to have
gotten that award. I have had many opportunities since
for shoots and shows.

Crazy, Cute, Short (5’3: I know)

7. You won the Orchids competition in 2013, Tell us
little bit about your win?

3. How did you get into modelling?
16

I always make sure I have nothing coming up during my
school hours and if there are rehearsals for a show, I
always let the designer know prior so that there are no
conflicts.

17. Share one New Year’s resolve that you have?

14. What do you see yourself doing 5 years from
now?

I recently turned vegan, I want that I can keep that up.
I want to start eating healthy and ensure that my body
and mind are both healthy.

I will be 25, and I see myself working hard and doing
what I love which is painting of course and I hope to
open an art gallery and sell my art as well as teach kids
who are interested in learning art.

Tell us 3 fun facts about yourself.
I love dogs.
My favourite colour is green. .
I eat donuts when I feel sad (bad habit)

15. Briefly share a story about your favourite
moment?
17

2018 Spring
Fashion spread

H ere are a few looks that will definitely work out for you this spring semester.

For a class presentation.

For a girls lunch date.

18

On a date with bae.

For a normal school day.

19
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I would say my highs in ( modelling) are when I see
the outcome of a project I have worked on and it
awes me, in studying, is when I maintain a great GPA
and in
motherhood is seeing my baby girl grow in all aspects.
8. So, a little birdie told us that your way of
making this world a better place through
supporting children who are deaf, tell us more
about this?
Haha, so I have done a course in sign language
interpreting and so this one time a group of friends
and I decided to visit a children’s home and to my
surprise I found a few deaf kids and we conversed
and had so much fun and at that time I felt at home
and so since that day I always go back to visit and
hang out with them as well as help out in their communication with the hearing kids.

By Joanne Waeni

become a model and that is when I started signing
up for any opportunity I came across and that is how
it started.

T

he cherry on top for this issue is Joyce Nyingi.
She is the perfect cocktail of beauty and brains
topped with grace. Just how does she manage
to blog, model, study, make time to not just be
a mom, but a good one as well and she is involved
in charity. She shares her story with Joanne Waeni.

4. What sets your soul on fire/what are you
passionate about?

1. Tell us a little about yourself?

I am passionate about being a voice to the voiceless
and I think that is what led me to blogging. I have
always wanted to be in the media fraternity and so
communications is my niche.

My name is Joyce Nyingi and I am 25 years old.
Blueberry is my favourite flavour and burgundy is my
favourite colour.

5. How were the first few months of
motherhood?

2. How do you juggle between blogging, motherhood, modelling and having your me-time?

They were horrible because I was a young mom and
also I was mostly alone since my fiancée was away
for work.

I have a priority list of which motherhood comes
first and then part of my me-time is the rest because
they are all things I love doing and I don’t mind doing
them then.

6. Would you say you have a good support
system around you, if so share a brief incidence
about this?

3. How did you get into modelling?

My fiancée is my support system .He has always
been there for me even if he was not physically
there during my first year into motherhood because
of work, he always finds a way of making it up to me.

It was such an unexpected thing, I once decided that
I should just go and have my makeup done and photos taken this one time because I had never had it
done before and so after I shared the photos on my
Instagram page . My fiancée started pointing out to
me that I could actually

7. Highs and lows of being a model, studying,
and being a mom?
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9. What got you interested in this particular
way of helping?
The uniqueness in the situation and also finding out
how much such kids have to offer and also appreciating them hence just seeing their abilities.
13. In another life, what do you think you
would be doing?

10. How has your experience been so far? And
how did you learn to interact?

There was this time I always thought I would become
a juvenile lawyer.

It has been awesome. I went to school so I could
learn the art.

14. You’re getting married…share a little about
this?

11. If we gave you 10 million shillings to use in
this particular charity, how would you use it?

Hahaha. .... yes I am.I have always fantasised about
that day! Watch this space!

Nice question, there was a time I wrote down that
if I ever got to such a point I would build an all deaf
school which would be customised to their requirements such as lights as well as invest in hearing aids.

15. Was your fiancé okay with the decision to
model
Wdespite all the other responsibilities that you
have had?

12. If someone told you five years ago that
your life would turn out like this, how would
you have
reacted?

Yes! He was and still is my number one cheerleader!
16. What tips would you give young girls who
are well on their journey towards being go
getters?

I would have called them out.
It is not what I imagined and it is definitely an
amazing
journey. I wouldn’t trade it for any other thing in the
world.

I would urge them to listen to their inner voices, think
about how it would look in 5 years to come and if it
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as good as it is at the moment then go for it!

4. I fart when I’m scared or nervous.

17. In the spirit of the New Year, are there
any new resolutions you have and wouldn’t
mind sharing?

19. Let’s talk baby fat, you are fit for a mom,
how did you lose the weight?

18. Share 4 fun facts about yourself?

I would urge them to breastfeed for as long as they
can, eat for one and drink for two and also make
water their best friend!

I breastfed for 1 and a half years, I drink lots of
In the past year, I really had a lot planned and most water and I am big on portion control in regards to
of it did not happen, maybe it was me overthinking
food.
or it was just not to happen so this new year, I will let
nature and Jesus take the wheel and also lower my
20. How would you advice other young moms on
expectations especially on people.
keeping fit?

1. I was a school captain in high school.
2. I am claustrophobic.
3. I love animations and also watching Make-up
videos.
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Miss
By Joanne Waeni

I

Sation

6. What do you like about your career choice?
It’s has very few women which makes it less competitive
.
7. What don’t you like about your career choice?
You have to keep up with the current trends, you have to keep
going to school to catch up.

t is not every day that you come across a models who
can work in the IT sector, to be specific she has worked
as a company technician and she can still strut the run
way effortlessly. Meet, Sation Paramuat popularly known as
Miss Sation is definitely a cocktail of beauty and brains. She
shares her story with Joanne Waeni.

8. Is this what you always wanted to do as a child?
Wanted to be a doctor, clinical medicine to be specific. I
changed mind when I lost a close friend. I didn’t want to spend
the rest of my life seeing my patients die. I opted for IT. Something totally different but I love it

1. How would you describe yourself?

9. So tell us what you do to make this world a better
place to live in (your charity programme)

Full of life, I’m an adrenaline junkie.
Bubbly, I love being around happy
people. Always optimist and very
calm regardless the pressure
around me.

I have two main projects. One dubbed “Solar lamps for education” I donate solar lamps to needy children in remote areas to
enable them read at home. Where I come from electricity is a
luxury and some families can hardly afford paraffin to light their
homes at night.
Having grown up without electricity, I saw the need to help
these children access their books away from their classrooms.
The biggest
challenge is the distance from home to
school. Some
walk up to 12km, by the time they
get home
it’s dark and they have home
work. With the lamps, they can
do their home work comfortably.
The other project is on
environment, It’s called save
a tree. I have been planting
trees. My target is 100,000.
I am at 4,805. I took a break
this year because of the
drought. We haven’t had
sufficient rains this year. It’s
been crazy for us. I pray
that people see climate
change as a problem so that
they can appreciate environment conservation.
I also do mentorship is
schools. I also mentor young
girls who want to become
models.

2. How old are you?
27 years old
3. What profession are you in?
Currently at the hospitality
industry but my background is in
IT. I have a Bachelor in
Business information
Technology from
Kenya Methodist
University. I
work for the county government of
Kajiado as their
Director of Tourism.
4. Why that
profession?
Women in IT are
very few and I
believe to be a
tough woman.

10. What is it called?

5. Tell me a
little about your
childhood?

Sation Parmuat Foundation
11. How long have you been
doing this?

Born and raised in Kajiado. Second
born in a family of 5. It was fun
growing up at the country side. I loved
everything about it.

Two year actively
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12. Why this particular way of helping out?

not winning. I had so much pressure from random
people insisting that I should try it again. I was
scared. I decided to take up but not tell anyone just
in case I don’t win again.
Being a second time at the competition, I had
definitely up’d my game. Just like that, I won. I had
always wanted to do something for my community
and Miss Tourism Kenya gave me that platform.
The county government gave me a job as a director for tourism after winning Miss Tourism. Just like
that, I stopped wearing overalls to work to being all
girlie. It wasn’t easy but I learnt on the job…

I have grown up without
electricity and I used to feel bad when my classmates from the less fortunate families come to
school without doing their homework because their
parents couldn’t afford paraffin for the lamps. I felt
like this is a gap I needed to close because I had
first-hand experience of the problem.
For environment, I love nature so it was easier for
me to do.
13. Tell us about your experience in charity?

16. In the spirit of New Year who dis, what is
your new year’s resolve?

I’m very passionate about giving back to the society
in whichever way possible. Even if it’s in the smallest
way. It’s tough getting funds. I have been
approaching companies to assist me as part of
their CSR projects. Some help, some ignore you
and some would want to take advantage of you
because you are a woman. It needs a lot of patience and wisdom dealing with people. I am very
determined to keep pressing on! I’m that girl. Never
say die!

I want to travel as much as I can and make
memories.
17. Are you dating?
No
18. Is it hard to date in your line of work?

14. Being a model are you working towards
being Miss Kenya?

Yes and No,
yes
because it is hard to tell who is real and who
just wants you because of your title.

NO. There are many beauty pageants in Kenya.
Mine is Miss Tourism. After winning the county
title, Miss Tourism Kajiado County, we went for a
national competition and I emerged top 10. I was
given a regional title, Miss Tourism Greater Nairobi
region.
Based on my hard work and being active with my
projects, Miss Tourism Kenya offered me a chance
to represent Kenya at an international beauty
pageant in December 2016. The pageant is called
Miss Tourism Queen of the Year International.
Fortunately, I did well at the competition. We were
55 Nationalities. I again emerged top 10 and first
in Africa.
I will also be representing Kenya again at World
Miss Tourism Ambassador at Philippine from 26th
Nov to 11th December 2017.
The reason as to why I said no to your question
is because, once you do an international beauty
pageant, you can’t go back to doing local. Upwards
only! If it’s a competition, it has to be international.

19. Is this why you are
single now?
No, I am just a
normal girl and I
have not found
what I want in
a man.
Fun facts about Miss
Sation.
1. Oreos and ice cream are bae.
2. Growing up, I wanted to be a professional
dancer.
3. I love dogs but not cats
4. My eyes are brown, most of the time
people ask if I am wearing contact
lenses
especially at night.

15. Tell us how your first experience with the
Miss Kajiado competition was like?

5. My favorite color is blue but
people force red on me because
my hair is dyed red, my car is red
and my house theme is red and
black. However I insist blue is my
favorite color.

I participated in Miss Tourism Kajiado County in
2013 and become first runners up. I joined the competition for fun. Nothing serious. I saw a potentially
when I came in second.
In 2014, the competition was there again. This time, I
wanted to go but I was scared of participating and
25
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By Savaii Lomosi

F

6. What you two to play ‘20 questions’ on WhatsApp. Do not, I repeat do not do it! It’s a trap.

irst of all, happy new year! This is yet
another year to make even bigger
mistakes, kiss is more frogs and basically
make better memories! Blah blah blah!
Are you experiencing rejection? Is there a
man or a slay queen that you want to get
their attention (or get in their pants, whatever
your needs are) to no avail? Some of those
symptoms include, but no limited to,
obsessively stalking their social media accounts, unanswered Dms and blue ticks.
Well, I am here to help! No, not with your
Dm problems! That’s your own personal bone
to pick. I am here to give pointers for 2018.
Especially for the ladies. If you know me at
a personal level, you can tell how much of
a mess I am. And if you are in my squad you
know how much we have planned for the
year 2018. Big tings agwan.!
Let’s talk about this, 2017 has been a
super-fast year. We can say it came quickly (pun not intended). It’s like just the other
month we were celebrating Easter then,
boom! Its Drinkcember! And here we are.
And now for the issue at hand,of fuckboism.
You know, these type of guys who you meet
today in a club or joint and by the end of the
night, he can swear on his life that he wants
to settle down with you, talking about ‘At my
age I’m looking for a wife maze’. Bullshit! So
how can you spot one in 2018? That’s why I
am here, thank me later.

1. They come like Santa. Bearing good gifts
talking about ‘I will wait for you no matter how
long it will be’. Well, to some extent they will
and that’s because they have nothing else to
do with their lives. Flee!

7. Relies entirely on his mum but doesn’t even respect women!

2. They will tell you how all their exes are crazy,
how ‘mimi zile vitu nilifanyia huyo dame aki!’
they especially like to play the victim so that
we can feel pity on them! Too bad, we have
been educated.

9. Nudes. Nudes. Nudes. He wants them all.

8. Subaru Impreza. Subaru Legacy. Subaru Forester. Toyota Fielder. Toyota Mark X. Khaki
shorts. Maasai sandals. Vans. Checkered shirts. Kileleshwa. Milimani. Lang’ata. Do these seem
familiar? Yes? Well then, you have your answer.

When a fuckboy asks for nudes

3. They are the first to text asking ‘leo utakuwa
wapi?’ ‘si ukam Memphis leo I buy you a drink’
boooy, I’m be in bed being a child of God.
4. ‘Hi mami, is how?’ saying how ‘me I like intelligent mamis’ smh. For your info, me I don’t.
5. The men have learnt some girls. So they
know what you as a girl want and that is what
they will use as bait. Are you lazy to take a
matatu? Don’t worry, he has a car to drop you
around and make your friends feel bad for
settling way too early. Do you like doing your
hair every two weeks? Don’t fret! He will be
sending you two geez every two weeks. Do
you like hanging out at brew bistro, he will be
taking you there introducing you to his boys as
‘my mami’
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I can only do nine because I can! But all in all, fuckbois do come in all shapes and sizes (we
can also say they come quickly, okay I have overused this pun on this one post) and the results
vary but when he is a fuckboi, he a fuckboi. And you, my love will know it!
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By Faith Wambui

T

here is just something sexy about Natural
hair, gone are the days when walking in
an afro made you look like you walked
straight out of a dungeon. New hair can mark
a new beginning, this is where I point out Size 8
started pulling her blond hair moves when baby
Ladasha came into the picture. So, have you
already started this natural hair journey but
you’re somewhat struggling? Have you considered it but still aren’t sure how to go about it?
Well, here are a few tips to help you out with
your journey. If you’re familiarised with some or
most of them, you’re well on your way to healthy
hair.

1. Know your hair.
This cannot be stressed enough. Know your hair.
Know its porosity, its density, texture, coil pattern,
and length. Not all hair, especially African hair,
is the same. What works for you may not work
for your friend. So get to know and understand
your hair.

“Keep your hair
hydrated and well-oiled
at all costs. Dry natural
hair is fragile and
promotes breakage.”
know. It will promote hair growth, keep your hair
healthy and strong. However, beware. If you do
protective styles such as braids a lot, don’t be
shy to tell the ladies at Kenyatta Market not to
pull your hair too much, we all know how
unintentionally aggressive they can be. Pulling
hair, especially around the hair line can lead to
excessive hair loss or baldness.

8. Leave-in.
Leave-in conditioner has been friendly,
advisable, and great for many naturals. It helps
with moisture, strength, and for some promotes
curl definition and shine. The best part is it’s a
conditioner you don’t have to wash off.
Therefore, not only does it make it easier to
detangle, but it also prevents frizz, and controls
split ends.

2. Seek advice.
Not all naturals know how to handle their hair,
and not all those transitioning to natural do
either. Plus, getting to know and understand
your hair isn’t as easy as it sounds. Therefore,
doing research for how to go about it would be
the best way to keep up with your hair. Look
at vlogs, websites, blogs, basically anywhere
and everywhere. Once you find someone who
almost has the same hair type as you, it will feel
like the holy grail.

4. Pre-poo, deep condition… all
that.

Yes!!! Natural hair is a hassle. It is exhausting,
time consuming, and if you don’t do it well it’s
utterly disappointing. But these long tiresome
tasks are there to help our hair grow and mature
3. Get the right products for your hair. in the best way possible. So keep up, fit it in
your schedule, work your way through it. In the
Even though your hair is very similar to someone end it’s worth it.
else’s, the products that work for them may not
work for you. So experiment, and try out
products that you think would be good for your 5. Moisturize.
hair. It’s a learning process. Some will work,
others won’t, and some products may even feel Keep your hair hydrated and well-oiled at all
like a waste of money. Nonetheless, once you’ve costs. Dry natural hair is fragile and promotes
figured out what’s what for you, you’ll be set.
28

breakage. Moisturising your hair well promotes
length retention, elasticity so it’s less likely to break
and manipulating it won’t cause as much damage,
and styles last longer.

6. Cut split-ends.
This is the enemy of progress. Split-ends promote
breakage and damage. If your hair, in your opinion is
weak, then it poses a much worse threat. It is advisable to get your split ends cut almost every three
months, to prevent the spreading of breakage. For
those with stronger hair, twice a year could suffice.

7. Protective styling.
If you have short hair this will help you more than you
29
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Girlie O
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By Brenda Mumbi

spice. This will also keep your food from tasting bland which
will tempt you to eat yummy junk food. It’s just like a general
tip, find the healthy alternative of your favourite foods
because it will keep you from falling back into bad eating
habits.

M

y post-Christmas body is unhealthy because I
consume a lot of junk food and I end up
resembling a swamp creature. If you are anything
like me, do not despair because I got you. I will give you a
crash course on what it is to detoxify and simple detoxifying
principles to follow so that you’re happier, healthier and
back to normal food in no time.
Before you dive into this, you have to know what you want
from it. A detoxifying or detox plan is when you get rid of
the harmful toxins that have been building up in your body
which may have a negative effect on your health. It can be
for health or treatment purposes but I will focus on health
purposes. Usually when I detox it is because I would like to
get rid of unhealthy food that I have been consuming over
time that is in my digestive system. Detox and diets are
two related but different concepts. A detox plan can result
in weight-loss but it does not give long-term results like a
diet. Here are a few detox tips that have helped me to stay
healthy in the long run;

3. Drink unsweetened juice. This will replace most of your
sugar and soda cravings. Try and make your juice at home
using a blender because that way you can ensure that it
has been prepared properly with no artificial additions.
However, do not fall into the trap of ‘juicing’ to detox. You
will have low energy levels and you will gain whatever
weight you may have lost when you were detoxing.
4. Do not stop eating. Continue eating but eat the right
foods. Like I said earlier, the trick is to exchange the bad for
the good. Detox and dieting is all a game of exchange and
once you master it then you will win at it. Replace unhealthy
food with healthy alternatives. Fresh fruits and vegetables
are the best bet and the best alternative for any unhealthy
food. My biggest challenge is
having healthy snacks around me. I always feel that I have
some control over the meals I eat but then I struggle with
healthy snacking and that may reverse any progress you
could make with your detox.

1. Drink warm water as often as possible. Health
specialists have proven that your food digests faster when
you drink warm water because it creates the perfect temperature for digestion in your stomach. Drink a glass twice
a day and you will realize that your food digests faster and
that your stomach is flatter when you wake up. Trust me on
this one.

5. Last but not least Be more aware of the food that you
are putting in your mouth, have a food diary. It can be on
an app or you can write it down on pen and paper. It’s
important to know your eating habits so that you can gain
some control and discipline in your eating and have more
insight before you go into a detox program. It is not wise for
someone who is struggling with overeating to try and use
the same program as someone who is at a healthy weight,
their bodies have different needs and a detox program
should reflect this.

2. Use more fresh herbs and less processed spices in your
food. Processed spices have a lot of salt and sodium which
is very bad for your digestive system and your body
in general. This is because it retains water in your body.
Instead use the fresh or ground version of your favourite
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Hey Girlie O,
My name is Betty, I have been in a relationship with my boyfriend for the last 7 months. Everything
seems to be going on great except for, we are constantly fighting over my best friend Tom. My
boyfriend is sort of insecure about him, he keep saying how he does not trusts him. I on the other
hand don’t want to lose Tom because he has been my best friend for as long as I can remember.
What to do girl? Help a sister out.
Dear Betty,
I’ve got you girl! I understand that having a boyfriend and a male best friend can bring up a mass
amounts of stress. Either one person may not like the other or they may end up being best bros. First
off, It’s normal that your man is a little threatened that there is another man in your life, he will be more
cautious about the things he does, (I hope) however, you still need to prioritize him. He is your
boyfriend after all. How to do that you ask? Have you ever considered making your boyfriend and
Tom sit down? Not in the girlish chit chat way, these are men. Host the two of them ask Tom to come
with a plus 1. A good hang out might just cut through the tension. Make sure there is something in
common that they like, well besides you, a football game or maybe poker. Make it fun doll.
They might just end up liking each other .The pressure could be because they don’t know each
other much. This is bound to get rid of the tension. If this does not work sit down and think about what
you need in your life. Ask yourself, is it wise to ditch your best friend, the one who has been there all
along for a man you have been with for 7 months, or is your boyfriend worth the risk?
Sincerely,
Girlie O.
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with chef Peris
By Brenda Mumbi

he Bidwood Suites Hotel is located in Nairobi’s Westlands area. It is a family hotel which also boasts luxurious
penthouse apartments and state-of-the-art conference facilities. It is an architectural masterpiece and the interior design mirrors an unpretentious artistry. Honestly the most important feature is the food which tastes like heaven melting
in your mouth. The restaurant is aptly named Ventana which is a Spanish word and is befitting of the ambience of the
restaurants and the overall customer experience.
Their approach to cuisine is: simple meals made with the finest ingredients and executed to perfection. During the
festive season, Jays Bubble paid a visit to Ventana and Chef Peris took some time to cook with us and share with our
munchkins at Jays Bubble a simple yet impressive recipe. I was thoroughly impressed with the selection of ingredients
and the chef’s expertise. I enjoyed my brief yet fun experience at Ventana .It is a place that is pleasing to both your
stomach and your eyes because the food and the décor are just a magical combination. Without further ado,
I present to you stuffed cheddar chicken recipe.

Stuffed Cheddar
Chicken
Indgredients

Method

Open the chicken breast, season well with salt and
pepper.
Fill in the cheddar cheese, sundried tomato and basil
leaves. Roll the chicken tightly.
Dip into the egg liquid, then roll into the breadcrumbs.
Drop into hot fryer 170degrees centigrade and allow to
cook till brown evenly
Finish into the oven to get a nice crispier texture.
Fry the potatoes in 170 degree gas mark, till done.
In a small pan pour wine allow to boil, add cream, and
simmer on low fire correct seasoning and keep aside
In another pan, melt butter, Sautee the mixed vegetables
and keep aside.

250grams boneless chicken breast
20grams cheddar cheese
30grams sundried tomato
3 Basil leaves
50grams white flour
50grams breadcrumbs
100grams potato wedges
100grams mixed vegetables (cauliflower,
broccoli, zucchini,)
30ml champagne wine
30ml cooking cream
A pinch of salt and pepper to taste

Serve the chicken with potatoes wedges on a bed of
vegetables and topped with champagne sauce.
32
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This one time during church I sat next to a really old
man, and because the space was little the rest of my
family was sited behind us. The whole time we were
there he kept on turning to look at me every five
minutes. About half way, my stomach started hurting,
and he was still looking my way. After the mass had
ended, my aunt and cousin rushed out. I joined them
and my aunt said, “Unaona uzuri ya kukua na homa,
huwezi nusa kitu.” I turned to my cousin who told me
the old man was farting the whole time that’s why he
kept on looking at me. I had to live with the reality
that I inhaled his farts the whole time, hence the
tummy ache.

My boyfriend’s family invited me for dinner, I was
very excited especially because I was finally going
to try out new delicacies from his culture. Halfway
through the dinner, I asked what some dish was and
the mom said rat meat… long story short, I am the
newest member in the vegetarian community.
Dory
So I like watching movies a lot. The only issue is
whenever I’m watching in the sitting room my dad
always walks in when there’s a sex scene. Always.
The result? He thought I was some sex addict and
bought me a pack of condoms.

Mark.

Martin
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Once I went to my boyfriend’s house to chill and the
mum was around. I forced him to introduce me to his
mom since it’s the respectful thing to do. He
introduced me as his girlfriend not by name, she
smiled and was very nice. Everything went well until
she said, “So you’re the Sarah he’s always calling
every day? No wonder, you’re so pretty.” My name
is Cynthia. That’s how I found out I was his side piece.

In primary, I farted loudly but no one suspected it
was me because of my quiet nature. Instead, the
whole class blamed my classmate who happened
to be a boy and it was believable because of our
sitting arrangement. He defended himself but obviously no one believed him. That’s how I got away
with probably one of my loudest public farts.
Didi

Cy

I always ignored my French teacher in high school in
fact I thought of him as irrelevant and later dropped
the subject. Earlier this year I moved to a new building
in a foreign country only to realize that most of my
neighbours are French speaking and I had to try and
recall the little French I learned from school and smile
about almost anything they said irrespective of understanding just to silence those cricket moments

This is probably a good reason to never leave bed
again. There’s a time I was in class and a loud fart
came out. I mean loud! I tried blowing it off to make
it seem like it wasn’t me, but it didn’t work. About two
minutes later this cute guy I was crushing on walked
up to me to give antacids.
Ashley
34
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A New Dawn

Joanne Waeni

By Dennis Diamond Pearls.

Spread your wings ready for the flight
With a strong will and a courage of a knight
Your time is here success is in sight
Your dreams and visions will bring you the light

Jays Bubble founder.

2

018 is Jay’s year to be loose! Hold up with the judging, let
me explain. A special friend of mine told me that I plan
everything down to the last minute, I have a backup plan for
the backup plan. This is a good thing when it comes to business
and all but in some situations it can be a buzz kill. So… Since I
have been planning on coloring my hair for the last 4 years, this
year, I am ditching the black hair, I am making more memories
by hosting more game nights and dinner parties heck, I might
even get a piercing and while I am on this row I am going back
to doing Yoga.

It’s a new dawn take on the world
You got the power to tame the wild
Strength of a king and tenderness of a child
Take on a chance before you become bald
Move with the wind and bath in the sun
No limits take the first step coz yes you can
Take the risk be successful and everyone will be
your fan
Push harder and don’t stop unless you are done
Opportunities comes faster, grab them anyway
Temptations comes harder, ignore them anyway
The future is getting brighter, face it anyway
Chances are so fragile, treasure them anyway

Faith Wambui
Jays Bubble writer.

hat does a new year mean for me? It means, throwing
W
away old habits, people I don’t benefit or don’t benefit me,

It’s a new dawn with new hopes
Plan carefully like the special Ops
Your life is a film just set the right props
with a heart that beats for greatness with a
rhythm that never stops

characters I don’t like, it can even mean changing my whole
wardrobe, but I don’t have that kind of money yet so I have to
settle for things like rearranging my desk. It could also means
re-evaluating old habits that I enjoy, like having chapatti and
tea at 2 am when I told myself no carbs past 9 pm. So I will l
stick to simply doing what makes me happy, what I believe will
improve my way of living, being surrounded by what I believe
is good influence, and trying to drop habits that are probably a
part of me, like midnight snacking.
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Savai Lomosi
Jays Bubble Writer

someone who has made the resolution to loose weight
Fsinceor 2010,
I think 2018 is the year, well…. at least for the first
three months, then I switch back to the same old. What I am
sure will even be better are how fun my articles will be
#excited…Watch out for “mixed truth with King Savie”

Brenda Mumbi
Jays Bubble Writer

n 2018 I’m saying hello to: Good friendships and
I
worthwhile relationships. I am a friendly person and I love

interacting with people. But the down side to that is that I get
to know all these people but hardly ever take time to build
solid friendships. In 2018 I’ll have less friends but more
friendships because in this case I think that less is more.

Nala Ayieta
Jays Bubble Designer

n top of not eating too much junk food, and my innate
O
dream to stop consuming sugar, my new year’s resolutions

aren’t really hard to achieve. I plan to make myself a little
friendlier on my social media (which definitely means more
selfies, *gags) and… *drumroll... a website! (Insert excited noise
here) Anyway, New Year new me, right? Wrong… every time,
as soon as January is hashed out everyone’s the same again,
so let’s all be a little realistic and set some achievable goals….
like finally starting those gym sessions, ha!
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